Planner’s Commentary: Elite Course
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Z I said the start kite will be placed exactly. Count the number of rides from there.
A You can see the ditch. Use distance judgement to decide how far into the woods
the kite needs to be. The near kite is on the stream bend.
A The ride you’re looking down has a significant bend in it, so it won’t line up. The
kite is well away from trees, so is in a ride with trees just behind.
B Both kites are on the line of the stream. Head west and look along the ride to
judge how far along they are.
D The marked bridge is the concrete plank.
A The correct kite is in line with the vegetation boundary – take care to look up it at
the correct bearing.
C There’s a concrete post and D is on a tree stump. Use the ride behind to help you.
B The marsh is where the ground drops away behind the kite.
Z Use the patches of green to the east to fix the kites’ locations. The green forest is
dense, so you wouldn’t see the kite inside it, so there’s plenty of rough open yet
behind the kites.
C The hill is about 53 metres long and the kite must be in the centre of it. Don’t be
fooled into thinking only the highest ground is inside the form line, which would
only cover 20 metres.
Z The contour is round the base of the hill and the centre of the circle is only just
inside it. The D kite is much higher up and almost on the vegetation boundary.
B Look up the ride from the SW.
C The kite must appear to the right of the tree with the B kite on it. It’s about the
right distance and the ground drops away behind.
A The track is a bit sunken here. Look at the relative positions of the track and the
walls.
B Look along each of the gullies.
Z Beware of the drainage ditch by the path too small to be mapped.
B It’s on the stream and needs to be just the other side of the ride.
Z Always identify the two mapped knolls in this sort of problem.
Z Much too close.
Z Which foot of the hill?
B Identify the correct ditch. It lines up with the vegetation boundary.
A It always finishes with a zero, right? Wrong.

Timed controls – it’s easy (!) because there are no zeroes, so just pick the kite that’s the
closest fit.
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Fence end.
On the opposite bank of the pond, in line between you and the chimney.
The kite is 6m behind the vegetation boundary.
Which part of the hill?
Tom Dobra, UBOC

